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Stephen Greene, Biograph 24, 1967 mixed media on paper, 24 ¼ x 31 ½” framed

Opening April 13 and running through June 10, 2017, Victoria Munroe Fine Art is pleased to present Stephen Greene:
Drawings, 1967-74.
Stephen Greene (1917-1999) was an eminent, original, abstract painter whose academic training at the National
Academy of Design, the Art Students League, and the University of Iowa, where he graduated with an M.A. in 1945,
grounded him in the lessons of the Renaissance. He soon acknowledged that his work was “haunted with crime and
guilt” and said he wanted his paintings to reflect “the terrible things that are happening in a beautiful world.”
Stephen Greene’s paintings from 1947 onward reflect his search to illuminate human pathos with the act of painting.
During the 1950s his narrative compositions depicted coffins, bones, and ladders as part of a deep exploration of
Christ’s passion. At the same time, Greene attuned himself to the emotion of hue in his study of Piero della
Francesca’s palette. The impact of Symbolism and Surrealism in the first half of his century was useful for Greene as he
cleared his path toward a sumptuous abstraction.
Interested in a personal psychological interpretation of the world and in theater, Greene strove to make his paintings
and drawings into limitless theatrical spaces where memory, symbolic form, and the inherent energy in his gesture all
act. In his own words, “My works since 1960 moved from public iconography to a personal mythology. […] For me, a
form must not only be able to exist independently as one area of color or as a particular circumscribed form but also
it must have a psychological significance in the particular drama I want painting to convey to viewers.”

The twelve drawings in this show, dating from 1967 to 1974, reflect the period when Greene shifted his practice from
figurative compositions about the horrors of war toward an abstraction of spare graphic evidence of human history.
With a methodical approach that preserves reverie, Greene plots his action across the paper like a cartographer.
Deploying bursts of color, subtle collage, deliberate smudges, and a heavy reliance on line to choreograph images
within images, the invention of each composition is transparent. The mechanics of making a drawing become clear and
include notations, cuneiform hieroglyphs, details of anatomical drawing, devices of measurement, and turning wheels of
instruments. This collection of drawings is a visual feast and each page a diagram of itself.
Stephen Greene enjoyed six decades of exhibitions in galleries and museums throughout the United States, Mexico,
and Italy. His work is in many permanent collections including the Metropolitan Museum of Art, the Solomon R.
Guggenheim Museum, the Museum of Modern Art, the Whitney Museum of American Art, the Art Institute of
Chicago, and the Tate Gallery in London.
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Citations: Greene, Stephen. “Aspects of Reality in My Paintings,” Leonardo, 1973, Vol. 6, pp. 239-240. Pergamon Press.
Printed in Great Britain.
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